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WHOI contributes to groundbreaking plastics study
The Minderoo-Monaco Commission presents a comprehensive look at plastics as a hazard to the ocean and human health

WHOI's first-ever children's book out now!
Join ocean robot Meso as it explores the ocean twilight zone and the weird creatures that live there. Order now!

Sargassum serendipity
A surprising find connects MIT students working on solutions for a harmful algal bloom

Image of the week: The atolla jelly's super power
At depths where red light can't penetrate, the atolla's ruddy hue makes it invisible to predator & prey

Watch the latest Ocean Encounters: “Jellies”
Jellyfish do more than sting. Find out how they impact the ocean and human health

WHOI IN THE NEWS
FORBES
Our Oceans, Lakes And Rivers Don’t Come From Icy Meteorites, Say Scientists
CAPE COD TIMES
Healey praised for focus on climate, blue economy at visit to Cape Cod
IFL SCIENCE
Newly Discovered Volcanic Plume-Dwelling Bacteria Boost Prospects For Life Within Icy Moons
THE FALMOUTH ENTERPRISE
WHOI Partners With Boston Ballet In Show About The Ocean

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING →

Follow us #WHOI